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RHS LS Aluminum Race Block : PRI 2015
Engine Building With The RHS® LS Aluminum Race Block
7 Things You Should Know About the RHS LS BlockWorld's Largest 527 cid LS1 Engine How to build RHS / LS engine +1100HP ? PRI 2012 -- RHS® LS Race Block And Racing Components
PRI 2014: RHS's new Cast LS Solid Aluminum Race Block \u0026 Comp's new Lifter optionsRHS LS Solid Aluminum Race Block
LME Builds a 700+ HP Pump Gas 502 RHS LS Engine + Dyno ResultsHeadGames doing R\u0026D on valve train for RHS LS7 Part 1 CPR CNC RHS LSX Block Surface Deck Square Dart GM LS Block Comparison LS7 Long Block Assembly | Engine Build Ep: 4 LS7 Short Block Assembly | Engine Build Ep: 3 DESTROKED LS TURBO (BOOSTED 4.8L CRANK/LS3 BLOCK) 700HP Stroker LS - How To Build Bottom End The Concept Performance LSR Block is
in!!! LS vs. Coyote 2 Episode 2: The LSX Engine Build NASCAR HEADS on my STOCK BLOCK WORLD RECORD 5.3 ls engine!!!! Iron Vs Aluminum LS engine weight
BOOSTED LS SHORT BLOCK BUILDCAN YOU FIND LSX RACE MOTORS AT THE JUNKYARD? | Sh!thorse 6.0 LS Engine Build 2020 (part 1) RHS LS Aluminum Race Block And LS7 Pro Elite Cylinder Heads Wegner blown RHS LS7 427 with Whipple 4.0L making 1088HP and 996 Torque! Upgrade Your Small Block Ford's Heads
RHS LS Race Block from COMP Performance Group ID6365 Bad Penny Camaro 461 cubic inch RHS block LS engine - 720 hp RHS BLOCK AND HEADS lsx 427 low compression 9:1 blower ready drift engine Drilling into a freshly built LS Engine Block - Accessory Bracket Modification Wegner Motorsports 472 inch RHS LS7 making 712HP and 665 Torque on pump gas
Rhs Ls Race Block Accessories
Engine Blocks. Piston Oiler Kit, for RHS® LS Alum. Block. RHS® Tall Deck LS Alum. Race Block Intake Spacer Kit (LS7) RHS® Tall Deck LS Alum. Race Block Intake Spacer Kit (LS3)
Race Blocks - Racing Head Service (RHS)
RHS LS Solid Aluminum Race Block; Product Spotlight Video: RHS Pro Elite™ LS7 Aluminum Cylinder Heads. View More
Accessories - Engine Blocks: GM LS Drive Kits and Timing Set
To go beyond the limitations of other existing LS blocks, the new RHS® LS Race Block is available in both standard deck and tall deck height configurations. Additionally, this innovative aluminum block features a raised cam centerline and outboard priority main oiling to allow rod clearance for a 4.600” stroke and to minimize windage in the crankcase.
LS Aluminum Race Block (Ready to ... - Racing Head Service
LS Aluminum Race Block (Ready to Hone) 9.250" Standard Deck - 4.120" Bore. $5,651.90. Wish List Compare. Pro Action GM LS3 Rectangle Port Aluminum Cylinder Head - Assembled w/ .660" Lift Springs & Steel Retainers. $699.95. Wish List Compare. Pro Action GM LS3 Rectangle Port Aluminum Cylinder Head - Bare. $449.95.
Racing Head Service (RHS)
RHS LS 9.750" Tall Deck 4.120" Bore Aluminum Race Block 54901U Block Specifications Designed from heavy-duty A357-T6 aluminum material 4.125”-4.165” siamese cast bore walls w/ press-in spun cast iron liner Available in...
GM LS Engine Blocks at LsXceleration - LSx Performance Parts
Find RHS LS Bare Race Blocks 54900 and get Free Shipping on Orders Over $99 at Summit Racing! These RHS LS bare race blocks are designed to meet the needs of today's high performance engine builders and racing enthusiasts. These blocks are available in standard and tall deck height combinations and are engineered for maximum clearance around a 4.600 in. stroke crankshaft. With their unique design, RHS engineers were able to minimize windage in the rotating
assembly, leading to superior ...
RHS LS Bare Race Blocks 54900 - Free Shipping on Orders ...
RHS engineers found another area of concern with stock LS Blocks in the form of windage due to the longer stroke in-conjunction-with block skirt. “We increased the bay to bay breathing area over the stock LS and LSX blocks to help improve this,” said Feeney. RHS LS Aluminum Race Blocks are available in these deck and bore combinations:
Buying your first Aftermarket LS Block - Dragzine
RHS LS Aluminum Race Blocks are available in several different bores, deck heights, and level of finish machining required. RHS also has a bunch of accessories and tools for their LS block, including torque plates, main caps, piston oilers, seals, studs and hardware, MLS head gaskets, front covers, and gear drives.
A Guide to Aftermarket LS Blocks - Chevy Hardcore
Racing Head Service (RHS) 54905 - RHS LS Bare Race Blocks Compare Engine Block, Unfinished, Aluminum, 6-Bolt Mains, 4.100 in. Diameter Bore, 1-Piece Rear Main Seal, Chevy, LS, Standard Deck, Each
Engines, Bare Blocks - Summit Racing | Aftermarket Parts ...
RHS LS Tall-Deck Block Specs. Designed from heavy-duty A357-T6 aluminum material; 4.125-4.165-inch Siamese cast bore walls with press-in spun cast iron liner; Available in standard (9.240-inch) & tall (9.750-inch) deck heights with beefy 0.750-inch deck thickness
LME's 502ci 700+ hp LS Build Part 1: The Short Block - LSX ...
RHS intake spacers will allow the use of standard style LS7-style intakes with tall-deck (9.750-inch) LS aluminum race blocks. The spacers will work with FAST LSXR LS7 intakes, OEM GM LS7 intakes, or any other intake that is designed to work with LS7 heads.
Engine Build Part 2: Wrapping Up The RHS-Backed, 720HP LSX ...
http://www.racingheadservice.com/rhs/engine-blocks/ls-race-blocks.html The LS Aluminum Race Block from RHS® has revolutionized the LS engine market. In this ...
Engine Building With The RHS® LS Aluminum Race Block - YouTube
LS RACE BLOCK: Machined from A357-T6 aluminum alloy. Standard (9.240”) or tall (9.750”) deck height, and clearance for 4.600” stroke. Bore sizes 4.165” or 4.125” (501cid or 492cid) Thick decks: .500” standard; .750” tall. Cylinder sleeves available in standard (5.87”) and tall (6.38”); matching liners available.
Digging Into RHS' LS Race Block And Heads - Chevy Hardcore
Made exclusively for the RHS® LS Race Block, new and improved RHS® Piston Oilers are designed to keep pistons lubricated for optimal performance even during the most demanding racing conditions. The oilers are built from a 100% billet alloy steel body and feature furnace-brazed construction.
Piston Oiler Kit, for RHS® LS Alum. Block
01. The RHS LS Aluminum Race Block (PN 54900U) really is a thing of beauty, but even though it looks great, the design is all about function. Their Clean Cast Technology gives the block an...
Displacement from a Small-Block Package with an RHS LS Block
RHS Tall Deck LS Race Block, 9.750" Deck Height, 4.165" Finished Bore is available in both standard deck and tall deck height configurations. Additionally, this innovative aluminum block features a raised cam centerline and outboard priority main oiling to allow rod clearance for a 4.600” stroke and to minimize windage in the crankcase. And for quality control assurance, RHS conducts a CT ...
RHS Tall Deck LS Race Block, 9.750" Deck Height, 4.165 ...
RHS® Pro Elite™ CNC-Port 6-Bolt Cylinder Heads for GM LS3 Engines. RHS® introduces its new Pro Elite™ CNC-Port 6-Bolt Cylinder Heads as a premium LS3 performance head, ensuring great power on high horsepower and boosted engine builds. RHS® Pro Elite™ CNC-Port 6-Bolt Cylinder Heads for GM LS3 Engines utilize the popular LS 6-bolt head design, making them compatible with the RHS® LS Race Block, GM LSX Block and OEM 4-bolt blocks.
RHS® Pro Elite™ CNC-Port 6-Bolt Cylinder Heads for GM LS3 ...
Richard Holdener talks to Kevin Feeny about the LS Aluminum Race Block. Subscribe To Our YouTube Channels: COMP Cams http://www.youtube.com/subscription_cent...
RHS LS Aluminum Race Block : PRI 2015
RHS® Pro Elite™ CNC-Port 6-Bolt Cylinder Heads for GM LS3 Engines utilize the popular LS 6-bolt head design, making them compatible with the RHS® LS Race Block, GM LSX Block and OEM 4-bolt blocks. Increased clamping capacity over standard 4-bolt design improves head gasket retention
RHS Pro Elite GM LS3 CNC-Port 6-Bolt Aluminum Cylinder ...
RHS piston oiler kits bolt to the underside of the RHS LS race blocks, keeping pistons lubricated for optimal performance even during the most demanding racing conditions. They are built from a 100 percent billet alloy steel body and feature furnace-brazed construction. These components are manufactured at an OEM-quality level, ensuring precise fitment to the RHS LS race block.

A compilation of 50 performance articles from the editors of Super Chevy, Chevy High Performance, and GM High-Tech Performance magazines on how to build maximum power and performance on the Chevy LS family of small-block engines.
The GM LS engine has redefined small-block V-8 performance. It's the standard powerplant in many GM cars and trucks and it has been installed in a variety of muscle cars, hot rods, and specialty cars to become the undisputed sales leader of crate engines. The aftermarket has fully embraced the GM Gen IV LS engine platform offering a massive range of heads, intakes, pistons, rods, crankshafts, exhaust, and other parts. Seasoned journalist and respected author Richard
Holdener reveals effective, popular, and powerful equipment packages for the Gen IV LS engine. With this information, you can select the parts to build a powerful and reliable engine by removing the research time and guesswork to buy a performance package of your own. In this book, performance packages for high-performance street, drag race, and other applications are covered. And then the assembled engine packages are dyno tested to verify that the parts produce
the desired and targeted performance increases. This comprehensive build-up guide covers intakes, throttle bodies, manifolds, heads and camshafts, headers and exhaust, engine controls, superchargers and turbochargers, and nitrous oxide. With so many parts available from a myriad of aftermarket companies, it's easy to become confused by the choices. This book shows you a solid selection process for assembling a powerful engine package, shows popular packages, and
then demonstrates the dyno results of these packages. As such, this is an indispensible resource for anyone building GM LS Gen IV engine. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Arial}
Several million Camaros and Firebirds were built from 1970-1981. Many are perfect candidates for a full pro-touring treatment. This book is an essential tool for the second-gen enthusiast looking to modify their car to perform at its best.
Provides excellent instruction and guidance for selecting the best engine for a budget, choosing the adapter plates and engine mounts, dropping the engine in the car, selecting the ideal transmission and drivelines, and completing all facets of the swap.
This is an engine rebuilding and modification guide that includes sections on history, engine specs, disassembly, cylinder block and bottom end reconditioning, cylinder heads and valvetrain reconditioning, balancing, step-by-step engine reassembly, torque values, and OEM part numbers for the popular Chevy LS series of engines.
With the increasing popularity of GM's LS-series engine family, many enthusiasts are ready to rebuild. The first of its kind, How to Rebuild GM LS-Series Engines, tells you exactly how to do that. The book explains variations between the various LS-series engines and elaborates up on the features that make this engine family such an excellent design. As with all Workbench titles, this book details and highlights special components, tools, chemicals, and other accessories
needed to get the job done right, the first time. Appendicies are packed full of valuable reference information, and the book includes a Work-Along Sheet to help you record vital statistics and measurements along the way.
Learn how to get the most horsepower out of the tried-and-true small-block Chevy platform in this all-new full-color guide. Whether you are a hot rodder, a custom car owner, or a muscle car guy, you are always going to be looking for the latest and greatest Chevy small-block performance information. This book is a valuable resource on all the latest for the Chevy small-block owner. How to Build Killer Chevy Small-Block Engines covers all the major components, such as
blocks, crankshafts, rods and pistons, camshafts, valvetrain, oiling systems, heads, intake and carburetor, and ignition systems. In addition, this book contains a large section on stroker packages. Also featured are the latest street heads from AFR, Dart, RHS, World Products, and other prominent manufacturers. While the design is more than 60 years old, the aftermarket for this powerplant is still developing. An in-depth, highly detailed example of a popular build format is
featured, offering a complete road map to duplicate this sample build. This build achieved over 700hp from 422 cubic inches! While the GM LS engine family has earned a strong following and is currently the hottest small-block in the enthusiast market, the Gen I Chevy small-block engine retains a strong following with the massive number of these engines still in use throughout the hobby. They are durable, affordable, and a very well-supported platform.
GM LS-series engines are some of the most powerful, versatile, and popular V-8 engines ever produced. They deliver exceptional torque and abundant horsepower, are in ample supply, and have a massive range of aftermarket parts available. Some of the LS engines produce about 1 horsepower per cubic inch in stock form--that's serious performance. One of the most common ways to produce even more horsepower is through forced air induction--supercharging or
turbocharging. Right-sized superchargers and turbochargers and relatively easy tuning have grown to make supercharging or turbocharging an LS-powered vehicle a comparatively simple yet highly effective method of generating a dramatic increase in power. In the revised edition of How to Supercharge & Turbocharge GM LS-Series Engines, supercharger and turbocharger design and operation are covered in detail, so the reader has a solid understanding of each system
and can select the best system for his or her budget, engine, and application. The attributes of Roots-type and centrifugal-type superchargers as well as turbochargers are extensively discussed to establish a solid base of knowledge. Benefits and drawbacks of each system as well as the impact of systems on the vehicle are explained. Also covered in detail are the installation challenges, necessary tools, and the time required to do the job. Once the system has been installed, the
book covers tuning, maintenance, and how to avoid detonation so the engine stays healthy. Cathedral, square, and D-shaped port design heads are explained in terms of performance, as well as strength and reliability of the rotating assembly, block, and other components. Finally, Kluczyk explains how to adjust the electronic management system to accommodate a supercharger or turbocharger. How to Supercharge and Turbocharge GM LS-Series Engines is the only book on
the market specifically dedicated to forced air induction for LS-series engines. It provides exceptional guidance on the wide range of systems and kits available for arguably the most popular modern V-8 on the market today.
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Arial} The GM LS Gen IV engine dominates the high-performance V-8 market and is the most popular powerplant for engine swap projects. In stock trim, the Gen IV engines produce class-leading horsepower. The Gen IV's rectangular-port heads flow far more air/fuel than the Gen III cathedral-port heads. However, with the right combination of modification procedures and performance parts, you can unlock the
performance potential of the Gen IV engines and reach almost any performance target. Engine-building and LS expert Mike Mavrigian guides readers through the best products and modification procedures to achieve maximum performance for a variety of applications. To make more horsepower, you need to flow more air and fuel into the engine; therefore, how to select the industry-leading aftermarket heads and port the stock heads for superior performance are
comprehensively covered. The cam controls all major timing events in the engine, so determining the best cam for your engine package and performance goals is revealed. But these are just a few aspects of high-performance Gen IV engine building. Installing nitrous oxide or supercharger systems and bolting on cold-air intakes, aftermarket ignition controls, headers, and exhaust system parts are all covered in detail. The foundation of any engine build is the block, and
crucial guidance for modifying stock blocks and aftermarket block upgrade advice is provided. Crankshafts, pistons and rods, valvetrain, oiling systems, intakes and fuel injection, cooling systems are all covered so you can build a complete high-performance package. Muscle car owners, LS engine builders, and many enthusiasts have migrated to the Gen IV engine platform, so clear, concise, and informative content for transforming these stock engines into top performers
for a variety of applications is essential. A massive amount of aftermarket parts is available and this provides guidance and instructions for extracting top-performance from these engines. If you’re searching for an authoritative source for the best components and modifications to create the ultimate high-performance packages, then you’ve found it.
The Chevrolet Camaro really needs no introduction to automotive enthusiasts. From its inception (along with the Firebird) in 1967, the Camaro established a reputation that made its name a household word. Insanely popular on the street, successful in all forms of competition, and a perennial best seller, over the past half-century the Camaro has cemented its status as an icon. The Camaro did go on hiatus for an 8-year period, much to the chagrin of Chevrolet, but made a
triumphant return in 2010 with the 5th Gen models. Of course the new generation of Camaros is filled with the technology you would expect, including multiple trim versions and a variety of engine packages. And of course, as capable as the new cars are, Camaro enthusiasts always want more. That’s where this book comes in. Filling these pages is great step-by-step information on modifying your 5th Gen, including upgrade instruction on brakes, suspension, rear axles,
intake and exhaust, cooling, fuel systems, transmissions, LS engine mods, superchargers, turbochargers, ECM tuning, aftermarket EFIs, and more. There is fierce competition on the street for modern muscle supremacy. With Camaro 5th Gen 2010-2015: How to Build and Modify you can keep your Camaro ahead of the competition.
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